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‘The snails were so fat and sweet and salty and moreish, I could have eaten a thousand. I could
have cleared your garden’

Right, it’s time for a revolution. Time to annoy people, especially chefs. Time to stick my oar in where it is not
wanted, muddy the waters, barely grasp the basic principles but shout loudly about them anyway, throw my not
inconsiderable weight around in the name of a cause I only dimly apprehend, carry on like a martyr while
sacrificing absolutely nothing, very possibly do no good at all, draw attention to myself in the most charmless and
narcissistic manner, but maybe, just maybe, save the world.

It wouldn’t be the first time. I used this column during 2004-5 to campaign for better welfare and environmental
standards to be applied to the meat and fish you get in restaurants, and things have improved considerably since
then, probably coincidentally. Then in 06-07 I badgered restaurants to offer tap water ahead of bottled, for so
many reasons I can’t even be bothered to start typing them. And that actually did come off and the world changed a
little bit, to my boggle-eyed amazement, since my job here is really not to make a difference to anything but just to
provide entertainment. For myself.

I even launched a campaign a couple of years back to try to get Eastern European serving staff to smile. But some
things are beyond the wit of man. I guess Stalin, Lenin and a succession of tsars did things to those people over the
centuries that a couple of points here or there on a fatuous restaurant rating are not going to change.

So let’s have a crack at sustainability, tout court. I’ve been aware of the existence of the Sustainable Restaurant
Association for some time and I have always vaguely approved of its aims without bothering to do anything about
it. So now I’m going to do something about it.

Restaurants are only restaurants. There is no point in them. They are just a bit of a lark. And so they might as well
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be constructed upon positive ethical principles, no? The SRA is not a hardcore organisation of green terrorists. It is
run by an assortment of good people with different levels of involvement in the business, and does not ask much.
Members (who pay a fee to join) are submitted to a polite interrogation on three core matters: food sourcing; the
environmental impact of the restaurant itself; and the social responsibility they take for their staff and local
community.

The SRA then turns these results into a score out of ten, and converts that into a one, two, or three-star rating,
which I will entirely ignore, and instead take that fastidious numerical result and incorporate it into my own score
each week. That means that, depending on the SRA’s audit, a restaurant’s overall rating could be affected by up to
three points out of ten. I could have a great meal and give 8/10 for both food and service, and then a bum rating
from the SRA could lead to its getting as little as 5, and being quite furious with me for giving so much credence to
environmental issues, but then maybe thinking about changing.

Mental? Deluded? A total pile of lefty, doom-mongering, anti-capitalist, vegan whoopsicality? Possibly. But the
SRA is a broad church. It will happily give you a decent rating if you just do two or three little things to improve.
And you don’t have to believe in man-made global warming to enjoy the crackling on a well-farmed pig (although if
you don’t, you’re a dick).

The 14 areas the SRA audit are: “local – seasonal – sustainable seafood – environmentally positive farming –
ethical sourcing and fair trade – healthy eating – community engagement – treating people fairly – responsible
marketing – supply chain – workplace resources – energy efficiency – waste management – water saving”.

In other words are you GOOD or BAD?

If you find it hard to imagine what they’re getting at, then think of a rare albino baby penguin, factory-farmed in
Liberia, fed to maturity on the flesh of other penguins and killed during the mating season, smuggled out of the
country in the arse of an indentured child-labourer in exchange for gun money, then battered and deep-fried in the
kitchen of a whites-only topless bar where the lights are left on at night and the food waste is not composted, and
served to you as the “healthy option” by an unpaid teenage prostitute kidnapped from Bulgaria. It would not score
well. Especially not if a tap had also been left running.

I took the founder of the SRA, Giles Gibbons, for lunch to hammer all this out, and also my old pal Henry
Dimbleby, co-founder of the holier-than-thou (and than I) fast-food chain Leon, because all this was his idea. I
wanted a restaurant I hadn’t written about that scored reasonably well so that I could weave all this together and
call it a review, and Giles suggested the Coq d’Argent, which is an SRA member and known for pretty good
practice.

It was also an excellent choice for all sorts of other reasons. There is no better place to sit in the whole of the City
of London – except on a banker’s face, obviously, suffocating him until he dies. We do not really have rooftop
restaurants in London, and we should. The views here are phenomenal, the garden is ersatz Arcadian, and it was a
real treat to sit in the fresh air on a warm Tuesday, high above the fumes, beneath trees and parasols, eating really,
really good French cooking.

It is very expensive, and the service is high French and much too fussy for me (especially when you’re outdoors in
shirtsleeves sitting at John Lewis garden furniture), but the cooking is sublime. I’ve known Mickael Weiss, the chef,
for a while, and he is one of the hardest working men I know. He runs an incredibly tight, efficient and organised
kitchen (as the D&D group rather demands, I suspect) and from it produces beautiful classical dishes, plus as much
that is innovative and new as he can get away with.

I had 12 of the best snails I’ve ever had, in garlic and tomato butter. So fat and sweet and salty and moreish, I could
have eaten a thousand. I could have totally cleared your garden. (Though slashing the portion size to only 6 snails
on the set lunch, especially when it comes in at £28 for two courses, is making rather a show of one’s meanness.)

And then coq aux morilles, which was three hefty joints of perfect chicken with chunks of smoked bacon and
mushrooms in terrific juices. Though there was too much fuss in the service, which involved a man dressed as
Abraham Lincoln laboriously transferring every item in the stew from a copper pan to a plate with a neat ball of
mash on it for what felt like nearly a week. I’d rather he’d just left the pan behind for me to toss the potato in and
hunker down.

Henry had the daily asparagus special which was so small he barely noticed how delicious it was, and then steamed
sea bream en ballotine, which was as sweet and delicate and beautiful as the sound it makes on the page. Mr
Gibbons ate waste napkins rather than food to create a negative carbon footprint and appease the household gods
of Armageddon, and explained that, “Basically our job is to ask lots of really annoying questions across the
sustainability spectrum, so that the diner can enjoy a meal that shares his values without himself having to grill the
staff every time he sits down.”

And what we decided was that I cannot expect every restaurant I review to foot the £350 bill for accreditation itself.
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So everywhere I go to review will be audited by the SRA free of charge, with an abbreviated questionnaire, and they
will provide a rating based on that.

So, great food, great location, very expensive, bit too much fuss from the staff (and an irritating reluctance to accept
that the £98 Meursault they brought me was badly oxidised and rank), and then next day, the SRA team hit the
Coq with an audit.

It scored well: 7 – a two-star rating. The SRA reported that it did best in its food sourcing, which is mostly from
primary producers and mostly organic, free-range and fairly traded. It also scored highly on energy efficiency and
waste management, and on a company policy directed at hiring people from disadvantaged backgrounds and
providing training and development opportunities. But they could apparently communicate their sustainability
practices to customers better, and stipulate written standards in their supplier agreements.

I don’t know, that all got a bit dry towards the end there. We’ll liven it all up next week with some shouting and
silliness. But this is important. So bear with me.

Coq d’Argent

1 Poultry, London EC2 (020-7395 5000; coqdargent.co.uk)

Cooking: 7

Location: 9

SRA sustainability rating: 7

Score: 7.67

Price: As above.
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